Type-III bursts are signatures of the electron beams accelerated during the solar flares, their observation and investigation provide information of the acceleration processes, the characteristics of the exciting agent and the acceleration site. The Brazilian Solar Spectroscope (BSS), in operation at INPE, Brazil, have recorded type-III radio bursts in decimetric range (2050-2250 MHz) with high time resolution of 20 ms. Decimetric reverse drift bursts are possibly generated in a dense loop by electron beams travelling towards the photosphere. Hence their time profiles should carry signatures of the density inhomogenities in the loop. Here the temporal and spectral characteristics of decimetric type-111 bursts are presented.
INTRODUCTION
The decimetric type-III (type-III-dm, hereafter) bursts have been investigated, by various research groups in the frequency range of 1000-3000 MHz (Femandes, 1992; Sawant et al., 1994; Isliker & Benz, 1994; Aschwanden et al., 1985; Aschwanden et al., 1995; Femandes et al., 1996; Melendez et al., 1999) , also between 3100-5200 MHz (Stahli & Benz, 1987) , and at 8400 MHz (Benz et al., 1992) . However, most of these observations are carried out with time resolution of 100 ms, whereas Melendez et al. (1999) have shown that normally decimetric type-III bursts last for about 300 ms. The observations with a time resolution 2 100 ms are not suitable to make an accurate estimation of their temporal characteristics.
Recently Benz et al. (2001) have reported high sensitivity observations in the 1000-2000 MHz frequency range with a 40 ms time resolution, whereas Wang et al. (2001) used a 8 ms time resolution to observe in the range of 2600-3800 MHz. However, there is a lack of high time resolution systematic investigations of the time profiles of type-III bursts in the decimetric wavelength range. Preliminary observations of time profiles of the type-III bursts with 20 ms time resolutions are being reported here for the first time.
OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS
Brazilian Solar Spectroscope (BSS) (Sawant et al., 2000; 2001) has observed high time resolution (20 ms, 50 ms) type-III-dm bursts. Particularly, the observations using a 20 ms time resolution in 50 frequency channels within the frequency range 2050-2250 MHz were carried out at September, 2001 .
Together with the two isolated bursts (observed at 13:03 UT, and 16:06 UT) one group of type-III-dm bursts was observed at 13:04 -13:05 UT on September 13, 2001. The group consists of more than ten individual type-III-dm bursts. Eight isolated bursts from this group, together the two isolated mentioned above, were selected for detailed analysis of their time profiles. The partial dynamic spectra of the group is shown in Figure 1 . Ondrejov Observatory (0.8-2.0 GHz; 2.0-4.5 GHz) has also observed these bursts.
From the BSS data we measured the instantaneous bandwidth of each individual type-III burst, and the values ranged from 16 to 188 MHz. For 80% of the bursts the measured instantaneous bandwidth is over 70 MHz with an average value of about 100 MHz. To estimate the frequency drift rate we considered the time of peak intensity for two distinct frequency channels, in the frequency range of the bursts. The estimated drift rates ranged from 700 to 6400 MHz/xc. For two cases the drift is over the instrumental limit (104 MHz/xc, for the chosen combination of time resolution, bandwidth, and number of frequency channels). It has to be remarked that reverse drifts were measured for 7 out of the 10 bursts investigated. To obtain the time profiles the background is subtracted and measurements of rise and fall times are carried out at an intermediate frequency channel of the bursts. The time profile of the burst recorded at 13:04:29.6 UT is shown in Figure 2 . As seen from the figure, the rise times at half power as well as at the l/e-fold peak intensity are sligthly shorter than the corresponding decay times of the burst. However, the other burst observed at 13:0.5:31.9 UT shows a rise time longer than the decay time as seen from Figure 3 . Also, bursts are observed with rather symmetric time profiles. The half-power duration in one intermediate frequency channel for the rising phase (Attja,) and the decay phase (At,/a~) along with the e-fall durations (A&R, A&D) for the ten bursts are given in Table 1 . Also, in the Table are given time of peak intensity, frequency range, instantaneous bandwidth, and frequency drift rate.
For seven bursts the rise times at the half power intensity ranged from 18 to 77 ms while values within 16-60 ms were measured for the decay times. For six bursts it was posible to determine the duration at the l/e-fold peak intensity. The values obtained are within the ranges of 27-127 ms and 23-207 ms, for the rise and decay phases respectively.
Different fitting functions were tried at two selected frequency channels of the bursts for detailed investigations of the rise and fall time profiles. The results indicate that most, 56%, of the time profiles during the rise phase are fitted by a linear function, although 37% of them are fitted by an exponential. During the decay phase, the time profiles are dominated by an exponential curve fitting. However, 42% of time profiles in the decay phase were best fitted by either power-law .or linear fitting functions.
INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION
From the meter wave studies, one expects a linear rise and an exponential fall of the radio emission. However, we see from the present observations that this may not be always true for the bursts at decimetric wavelengths. Specially, the high time resolution observations during the rise phase presented here indicate that for 7 of the 10 bursts investigated a linear function is the best fit for the time profile in at least one frequency channel. However, there is a significant percentage of bursts whose rise phase is better fitted by an exponential function. Any departure from the linear rise time is a signature of the nonuniformities in the speed of the electron beam. In fact more than one beam may be responsible for the burst if the rise phase appears to be a complex function of time. The true nature of the velocity distribution and hence the acceleration process of the energetic particles can be studied by obtaining a detailed temporal profile of the rising phase of the bursts.
The exponential fall time of the radio intensity is equal to the inverse of the Coulomb collision frequency between electrons and positive ions (v& for the emission at the fundamental and it is equal to four-times this time for the emission at the second harmonic of the electron plasma frequency.
Assuming the type-III-dm emission at second harmonic originates from a region where temperature and density are 106K < T < 107K;N, _ -1010cm-3. Then, one can estimate the collision frequency between the electrons For the sake of simplicity, we will consider the collisions between electron and ions only. Then, the effective collision frequency of electrons and ions can be given by (Zheleznyakov, 1996): 5.5Ne 104T213 Veff 21 ver -T3/2 --rn(-N1/3 1 e where N, is the electron density, veff, the effective collision frequency, v,+ the collision frequency between electrons and positive ions, and T, the temperature. Let f = 2150 MHz be the emission at the second harmonic of the plasma frequency, then N tl 1.4 x 1Oro cme3. Assuming T N 6 x 106 K, one estimate Veff N 16 s-l. In this case, we obtain b N 63 ms. This is of the order of the average decay time (At,,) we measured from our sample of 10 type-III-dm bursts. Thus, the e-fall times of the bursts reported here can be explained within the Coulomb collision model. Detailed investigations of the temporal variation of the type-III-dm bursts emission by studying the behavior of the different time durations as a function of the emission frequency, using the 50 frequency channels, as well as the interrelationships if any among the rise and fall durations is under investigation and will be published elsewhere.
CONCLUSIONS
We have observed type-III-dm radio bursts with high frequency and time resolutions. Investigations of time profile of the type-III bursts with high (20 ms) time resolution shows that asymmetric and nearly symmetric rise and decay phases are in contrast to the linear rise and exponential decay times as observed in meter wavelengths.
